Welcome to Mid-West RBERN’s online ELL Basics training. This course will introduce you to topics surrounding English Language Learner education and will hopefully be the start to a wonderful journey working with these fantastic students.

**Objective:** Participants will be able to demonstrate a basic level knowledge of English Language Learner Instruction and how it relates to your role as a migrant educator.

**Supporting Materials:** Participants may want to download or print the supporting materials before the kickoff session. These materials are mostly for your reference. All the materials can be found at this link: [https://tinyurl.com/yxurlepj](https://tinyurl.com/yxurlepj)

(ELL Acronyms, HLQ samples, ELL ID chart, SIFE Flow chart, Units of Study Tables, ELL Accommodations, Scaffolds from Support ED, Student Descriptors, Blank Scaffolding Worksheet, Co-Teaching Models)

**Participants will:**

1. **attend a kick-off meeting.** We will kick-off with a one-hour, introductory Zoom meeting. Where participants will have an opportunity to get started in this learning and:
   a. **create a STUDENT Edpuzzle account.** Visit [www.edpuzzle.com](http://www.edpuzzle.com)
      
      Click Signup > Choose I’m a Student > Sign in with Google OR Create an account > Enter Class Code: dazuret > Join Class

2. **engage in self-paced learning on their own.** This learning will take place via EdPuzzle. The video is only about 31 minutes long. However, there are many parts where participants will engage with the presentation and answer questions along the way. These questions are NOT graded. They are meant to ensure that participants are thinking about their own practice as they learn ELL basics.

3. **debrief at a follow up meeting.** There will be a one-hour Zoom follow up session at 1:00 on February 8<sup>th</sup>. This will be an opportunity to ask questions, receive clarification, or further explore the topics that you have learned.

Contact Nicole Bell at Mid-West RBERN with any questions [nbell@monro2boces.org](mailto:nbell@monro2boces.org) 585-352-2711